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Chicago, IL – FOODWORKS, a rapidly growing restaurant incubator that
creates community through food, has
been on the forefront of the industry.
The Chicago-based company observes
changes in the industry from its frontrow position and has identified the following trends that they anticipate to
impact the way people consume food
and beverage in 2021 and beyond.
Across the country, more than
110,000 restaurants have closed as a result of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and resulting restrictions to indoor
dining. This means
that there are fewer
socially distanced
dining options that
don’t involve at-home cooking or delivery, fewer restaurants for consumers to
choose from, and more and more local
business owners and employees out of
work as a result. As a result, one of the
most important trends that has helped
to keep the industry afloat and positioned many for a rebound is the concept of people helping people.

Industry collaborations
As part of the global food service
leader, Compass Group, creating and
supporting community through food is
at the core of the FOODWORKS business model, which places an emphasis
on partnerships with local restaurants
and bringing them to unique dining
venues, office venues, office buildings,
universities, and more. Entering 2021,
FOODWORKS predicts the industry will
continue to come together in support of
one another to combat these economic

downturns through innovative restaurant partnerships, chef collaborations,
ghost and virtual kitchens, take-out and
delivery options, attention to food safety, and more.

People helping people
Now, more than ever, guests are
looking for convenience and contact-

Island Fin Poké to build
20 restaurants in W. Fla.
Orlando-founded chain embarks on a West Florida
growth plan over the next three years

St. Petersburg, FL – Orlando fast
casual chain Island Fin Poke is announcing a development plan to
open up to 20 new build-your-own
poke bowl restaurants in West Florida
over the next few years. The franchise,
which currently has one location
open in Wesley Chapel, will have new
locations opening up in the area in
the new year. A Sarasota location is
set to open in January, and additional
units in Carrollwood, Trinity, and St.
Petersburg are expected to open in
the first half of 2021.
This announcement comes in response to a new partnership between Island Fin Poke and Matthew
McNulty, Managing Partner of
Pelagic Hospitality Group, who is
serving as an Area Representative to
help expand the brand’s presence in
West Florida. The group is responsible for development of Island Fin
Poke restaurants in Pasco, Pinellas,
Hillsborough, Manatee, Sarasota,
Charlotte, Lee, and Collier Counties.
In addition to being the Area
Representative, Pelagic acquired
three franchises initially and will

free dining experience where they don’t
have to compromise their ability to
have great food from beloved local
restaurants. FOODWORKS’ goal is to
deliver on a fantastic meal, cup of coffee, or afternoon snack that makes consumers feel good about helping small
businesses in the communities in
which they thrive. An example of this in
action is demonstrated by the 2020
launch of Market Cafe powered by
FOODWORKS, a first-of-its-kind model
that gives local restaurants, many of
whom who have
been impacted by a
downturn in business due to the pandemic, the resources and support they
need to expand their audience through
a brick and mortar location where their
restaurant branding and cooking are at
the forefront. The unique program,
coined Apron Exchange, spotlights a rotating selection of diverse restaurant
partners and offers guests the benefit of
having an array of delicious local food
and beverage options available at a
prime location all under one roof.
Freshly prepared grab-and-go sandwiches, salads, and artisan baked
goods are also available for guests on
the go, providing a personalized yet
contact-free-friendly dining and retail experience.
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It has been reported
that delivery providers
can cost consumers
up to 40% more
and the restaurant
up to 30% more.
The dilemma of delivery

open more as the market dictates.
The remaining locations will be
owned by other local franchisees.
Skilled in finance, operations, and
sales, McNulty brings 25 years of
business experience to Island Fin
Poke. He began his career on Wall
Street before transitioning to operational and strategy consulting, and
now serves as Senior Vice President
of Global Sales for IRONSCALES, a
cybersecurity tech firm.
“As a St. Petersburg native, I am so
excited to help Island Fin Poke grow
in the area. I think that poke is such
See ISLAND FIN POKÉ page 12

What is the benefit of the above
business model? It has been reported
that delivery providers can cost consumers up to 40% more and the restaurant up to 30% more. As consumers are
spending more time at home, the
modern convenience of delivery has
been a nice-to-have. It does not, however, ultimately support the restaurant
or the consumer in a cost-effective way
long-term as the third party collects a
much larger commission for their added service. With a vaccine on the horizon and our inherent needs as social
beings for human interaction, companies that look for ways to build the industry up by partnering with one
See FOODWORKS page 14

Appell Pie
25 years and counting
Howard Appell

Need Cash

NOW?

Happy New Year to you all. The year
2021 will be a big one as the world prepares to bounce back from the siege of
COVID-19 that has affected our personal and business lives.
2021 marks a milestone for Today’s
Restaurant News. (TRN) At the end of
1995 I decided to bring a restaurant
trade newspaper to life for Florida and
the southeast. I had no clue how to do it
but I recognized the need to create it for
the industry.
I contacted my friend in New York,
Joe Ciardullo, the founder and publisher of a similar newspaper in the New
York Metropolitan area and asked him
to teach me what I needed to know to
get started.
Joe was already scheduled to be in
Florida to see his dad so we arranged to
meet over a weekend to begin my lessons. My dining room table served as
my school room where the basics of cut
and paste, editorial, advertising and
sales were learned in two days.
On Monday we located a printer. On
Tuesday we hired a graphic artist. On
Wednesday I drove Joe to his father’s
house in Daytona and on Thursday I
was making sales calls to vendors who
provided a service or a product to the
restaurant industry. My first sale was to
Marty Schwartzberg of Hollywood
Restaurant Equipment for our premier
issue in July of 1996. (See Photo)
It’s been a wild ride so far, surviving our first year and building our
readership database, then struggling
through the economic effects of 911
and the recession of 2008 and learning how to continue when your printer calls to tell you that he has closed
his business at deadline. I learned
quickly how to pivot.
Today the crushing of the industry
due to shut downs and new restrictions brought on by COVID-19 has
strained resources, energy and altered
all of our lives but it will pass. We will
return to a new “normal” and those
who learned how to pivot the direction
of their businesses will return and
those who fall by the wayside will
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Today’s Restaurant Publisher

eventually re-invent themselves and
re-build in a newer better form.
In July of 2021 we will celebrate our
25th Anniversary of bringing you the
news of the industry. I want to make it a
year-long party to celebrate us all and
have some fun as we go about our daily
lives trying to navigate this plague and
building stronger and smarter.

As you all know we use emails to
communicate with you, our readers and
our advertisers. We send out lots of
emails during the year. Just how many
did we send in 2020? That’s the subject
of our first Anniversary event. If you
have a guess send me an email howard@
trnusa.com with your guess and contact
information by the deadline of January
31st. The person closest to the correct
number will win a $100.00 gift card to
the business of their choice or use it as a
credit with TRN for advertising.
Here’s a clue to next month’s event.
Don’t throw out those old copies of
TRN, they could be worth money.
Let’s try to make 2021 a year to celebrate with prosperity, health and happiness. I want to thank our readers and
advertisers for their loyalty and trust. I
have worked hard to grow Today’s
Restaurant News and I hope to continue
celebrating more milestones with you. I
celebrate our industry and your efforts
every day. www.trnusa.com Stay safe.
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What’s Going On

Important new products, corporate news and industry events
Happy New Year!
The Florida Panhandle will soon
have two area codes. The current 850
area code is forecast to run out of available phone numbers in late 2021, at
which time phone companies will introduce a new 448 area code for new
phone numbers issued in the region to
alleviate the number crunch.
uuuu
The Din Bin is an innovative fixture
that attaches to restaurant tables and
can help reduce the amount of germs
on your tabletop by allowing people to
store their belongings while they eat.
Whether it's phones, wallets, purses,
keys, sunglasses or more, the Din Bin
can hold multiple personal items in a
more sanitary place than on the table.
Also with mask mandates in many
states, the Din Bin allows diners to store
their masks while
they eat and drink.
The Din Bin can also
be used for check
drops to eliminate
the need to put it on
the table and further
spread germs. Made
of a durable ABS plastic with a steel clamp
that slides onto the
side of a table, the

Din Bin's unique design allows it to fit tabletops of various sizes
and be moved if needed. The clamp also provides valuable tabletop
advertising space closest to the point of purchase. The Din Bin is
also designed for use in
bars, clubs, breweries and other places.
Visit getthedinbin.com.
uuuu
Leading provider of business waste,
recycling & energy management solutions Pack-A-Drum, Inc. has programs
for any restaurant as we utilize tools,
technology and investment that allows
us to offer a Cost Management
Program that is Guaranteed to save
you money, but to do so with Zero
Capital Outlay by our clients!
The Program is called WISE
Building Ecosystems by PackA-Drum and is fully funded
from reductions in waste &
HVAC energy & repair costs, tax
refunds a nd energy rebates.
“Pack-A-Drum’s mission is to
save energy, waste less, recycle
more, track the savings so as to
produce more profits & sustainability for our clients. Our

founder and Vice
President Mark Wagner
“Our focus is on the financing and technology solutions that make
waste & energy efficiency easy and riskfree for our customers.
Also getting our clients
huge tax savings, energy rebates and reduced R&M costs all
as bonuses from implementing our
programs & processes.” “We don’t believe our customers should have to
spend their own money to go green
and save money,” said Mark Wagner,
“And that could be a commercial client
like a restaurant owner, franchise or
company restaurant owner. By managing all of the technology, guaranteeing
the results, and providing 100% of the
capital via our partners, Pack-A-Drum
ensures that our customers enjoy all
the benefits with none of the risk and
hassle of a typical waste & energy efficiency project that would take years to
produce a ROI.” To find out if we can
find your lost profits Contact Mark
Wagner at mark@packadrum.com or
call 321.773.1551 ext. 2.
uuuu
US Foods Holding Corp. has announced the introduction of its “Make
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The Florida Restaurant &
Lodging Show is scheduled to be
held at the Orange County
Convention Center – OCCC in
Orlando, from September 19-20,
2021. Attendees can watch live culinary performances and awards
ceremonies and listen in on roundtables. Emerging trends abound
on the show floor with 350+
exhibitors. For more details visit
flrestaurantandlodgingshow.com.
It This Winter” platform. The platform
offers a collection of valuable resources,
including one-on-one consultations
with US Foods experts, informational
webinars, new outdoor dining products, and updated online materials and
tools for restaurant operators to tackle
the ongoing challenges brought on by
See WHAT’S GOING ON page 6
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Get to know the WFA Advisory Council
Womens Food Alliance Mission: The Womens Food Alliance (WFA) cultivates and advances networking, education, and
collaboration for women in the culinary and hospitality industry in the Northeast Florida/Southeast Georgia region.

L to R : Rebecca Reed, Cindy Stavely, Betsi Hill, Nancy Slatsky, Leigh Cort,
Mimi Lan, Amy Morales, Kelly Mabry and Terri Sherman.

“I have been honored to be on the
Advisory Council and have truly enjoyed being involved in planning and
executing events for this wonderful
group of women. Being on the board for
5 years has kept me very involved and
given me the drive to inform other
women in the industry to join and enjoy
the benefits of networking and supporting one another. Leigh is a wonderful
matriarch and her wisdom and insight
is inspiring.”
Nancy Slatsky
JAX Cooking Studio ~ Pastry Chef
“I challenge anyone to attend one
WFA gathering and not leave uplifted,
inspired, and energized. This dynamic
group of ladies share their strengths
and wisdom to create a more hospitable Jacksonville and beyond...and they
have so much fun doing it! If you’re going to be a part of Womens Food
Alliance, prepare to be challenged,
smile until your face hurts, and do
something bigger than yourself.”
Rebecca Reed, Pastry Chef
Black Sheep Restaurant Group
Corporate

Custom Seating and Chairs
for Restaurants, Foodservice, Hospitality,
Country Clubs, Nightclubs, Bars and More…

✦ Wood and Metal Seating ✦
✦ Custom Seating & Design
✦ High Quality
✦ Reasonable Pricing
✦ Quick Shipping
215.407.6340 ✦ www.bkbarrit.com ✦ info@bkbarrit.com

“The Womens Food Alliance is one
of the most dynamic organizations I've
been involved in as a tourism and hospitality professional. The high-level educational programs and networking
opportunities are invaluable! It’s a privilege to be able to serve on the Advisory
Council and be involved with the continued success and growth of the WFA.”
Cindy Stavely, Executive Director
St. Augustine Pirate & Treasure
Museum ~ Colonial Quarter
“It is indeed an honor for me to have
been asked to join the Advisory Council
of the WFA. I am in the process of my
professional reinvention and I look forward to getting to know this group of
amazing and diverse women. I have
been an educator for over 30 years, and
the transition to business owner and
entrepreneur is proving to be exciting
and frightening all at the same time. It
is through Leigh’s positive attitude, support, and friendship that I have come to
believe that my dreams can become a
reality. Ultimately, I hope to use my

chocolate sauce as a platform for positive change in the world, one jar and
one spoonful at a time!”
Amy Morales
Sweets for the Soul, LLC
Makers of Amy’s Amazing
Chocolate Sauce
“Being a member of the Woman’s
Food Alliance the past six years has
been a rewarding and uplifting experience. Our uniquely versatile group of
strong and talented ladies each bring
their own creative and passionate style
to the table. The energy, knowledge and
support that our ladies share has been
truly inspiring. I am so excited and
proud to be a part of this Advisory
Council where we continue to grow and
build our Legacy.
Kelly Mabry, Owner/Operator
Tropical Smoothie Cafe
“It’s such a deep honor to know and
empower our hospitality members
throughout Florida and southeast
Georgia. Our organization’s mission
statement has not changed since we
launched in 2013 ~ we cultivate and enhance networking & collaboration, education and friendship in our chosen
industry. As the hospitality/food/beverage industry continues to explode
with talent, creativity and passion, we
are reminded that hospitality is simply
‘love in action’. It has much more to do
with the resources of a generous heart
than with sufficiency of food and space”.
Leigh Cort, Founder & President
Womens Food Alliance
“Being a member of WFA for the past
3 years has given me insight into the
hospitality industry and I’m proud to
continue in our organization under the
leadership of Leigh Cort ~ especially
among my peers in the food/wine/
event industry” Betsi Hill ~ food/wine/
travel content creator
“Besides my family, I’m passionate
about two things in life: food and championing women. I’ve always been a
cheerleader for women. Thus I joined
WFA because it provides a sense of community for women in the food industry,
See WOMEN page 8

Introducing SafeStaff® Online Foodhandler
Visit www.SafeStaff.org or call 866-372-7233 to register.
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MORE ORDERS. MORE MONEY. LESS WORK.
Take control of your ordering system with dingmenu!

The commission-free ordering tool that makes it easy and affordable for you and your customers!
Stop paying 10-30% third party
commission fees for take-out orders

No revenue sharing or commissions. You pay a
one-time setup fee of $99 — that’s all.

Customers order fast and safe on their phone
Contactless ordering for pick-up, curbside takeout or
your in-house delivery service. Customers pay only a
99¢ dingmenu service fee per order.

No contracts or subscription fees

Start or stop using dingmenu at any time with
no hidden costs or cancellation fees.

We do all the work

We turn your menu into a branded, interactive online
ordering system you can modify yourself at any time.

On call customer support 24/7

Your success is our success — we're available
to help 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

SAVE 10%

On the standard setup fee!
Use Rep Code 31F360

For more information
and to sign up visit
www.dingmenu.com
CLICK HERE
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What’s Going On

packaging, restaurant and retail to medical applications and building supplies.
from page 3

the COVID-19 pandemic. Visit usfoods.
com to learn more.

without palm oil. To learn more visit
their website at lemust.com.

uuuu

uuuu

Le Must's new product collection:
the world's first single-serve line of
French, Organic artisanal preserves
and honey is now available. Le Must
founder Moshe Cohen, whose career
has been focused on propelling luxury
brands globally: “Throughout this exciting journey, I realized that an important
category in food service is void of any
serious luxury alternative: condiments.
I always felt there had to be a better
solution for luxury hospitality. I could
not find one, so I created it.” Made to
meet a growing demand from executive
chefs and clients, the preserves and
honey are imported directly from
France and USDA Organic certified.
Tailored for five-stars hotels, resorts,
private aviation, airlines and luxury
cruise lines, the products are elaborated
by our master jam
craftsmen in keeping
with terroir-authentic
tradition. The preserves are made true
to authentic recipes,
with sugarcane and
cooked quickly in
small-batches using
copper cauldrons to
preserve all the original flavors of the
fruits. The collection also includes an
artisan-made organic honey, and a sublime chocolate/hazelnut spread made

With the COVID-19 pandemic
changing the ways families will celebrate the holidays, Novolex® brand
Waddington North America™ (WNA)
is offering stylish – and disposable – cutlery and dishes to help
make gatherings simpler and safer this
year. “Our products
are perfect for those
seeking an elegant,
sophisticated
look
while making dining
safer,” said Jennifer
Heller, Vice President
of Marketing for WNA. “They also allow
families to spend more time making
memories during the holidays and less
time cleaning up.” The federal Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention recommends gathering in smaller
groups this holiday season and
using single-use options like
plastic utensils. The CDC also
recommends eating outdoors,
dropping meals off and bringing your own foods and supplies – all of which make disposable products an ideal choice.
Novolex® - Novolex.com - develops and manufactures diverse packaging and food service products that touch nearly every
aspect of daily life for multiple industries ranging from grocery, food
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The coffee industry is making
strides toward a more sustainable future, and helping lead the charge is F.
Gaviña & Sons, Inc., makers of Don
Francisco’s Coffee®, Café La Llave®,
and a wide variety of other family-crafted coffees. The brand announced that it
has diverted over 150,000 used single
serve coffee pods and espresso capsules
from landfill through its
free recycling program
created in partnership
with TerraCycle, the
world's leader in the collection and repurposing
of
complex
waste
streams. Once collected,
the packaging is cleaned,
separated by material
type, melted and remolded to make new
recycled products while the residual
coffee is sent to an industrial composting facility. "The Coffee Pod Recycling
Program offers coffee connoisseurs the
opportunity to conveniently enjoy their
favorite brews, minus the guilt
over the waste generated from
single serve pods and capsules," said TerraCycle CEO
and Founder, Tom Szaky.
"Reaching this recycling
milestone in such a short
period of time reinforces
the fact that consumers
are eager to make the
world, and the coffee industry, greener."
Visit TerraCycle.com for info.
uuuu
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The FreshBase C3 scale is a perfect
choice for grocery retailers looking for
intuitive functionality and simple integration into existing processes and applications at fresh service counters.
With FreshBase, food retailers benefit
from enhanced productivity to focus
more attention on customers as well as
a low total cost of ownership. FreshBase
is METTLER TOLEDO’s newest counter
scale for fresh departments. Built with a
focus on ergonomics, hygiene, and durability, FreshBase's robust design includes aluminum die-cast housing and
groove-free exterior – expertly designed
to withstand daily usage in busy departments. The intuitive user interface
sports a simplified operation through a
familiar Graphical User Interface that
reduces navigational clicks and leverages smartphone-like gestures. The large
adjustable 7" widescreen customer display enables in-store marketing of digital content and cross promotions directly in the customer's line of sight. For
more information, visit http://www.
mt.com/retail-FreshBase.
uuuu
Piola opened its
newest location in
Hollywood, FL in
November. A second new restaurant is planned for
Miami Beach in
April 2021, bringing its total number
of locations in South
Florida to eight and 10 in the United
States. Piola Mid Beach at the Hampton
See WHAT’S GOING ON page 10

Barcoâ Uniforms, National Restaurant Association
and ServSafe® to distribute 20K reusable masks
Los Angeles, CA – Barcoâ Uniforms,
a recognized leader of design innovation in the premium Healthcare
apparel industry, announced it has
partnered with National Restaurant
Association and ServSafe to donate
and distribute 20,000 reusable face
masks to restaurant operators across
the United States.
While Barco has focused on designing and manufacturing premium
Healthcare apparel for more than 90
years, it has expanded its product line
to support essential workers and everyday heroes who do their part to
keep their community safe, including
those in the foodservice industry.
Operators who sign up for
the ServSafe Dining Commitment
demonstrate an ongoing commitment to protecting the health and
safety of all guests and employees, in
addition to following all federal, state
and local guidance or regulations
concerning cleaning and sanitation,
personal hygiene, social distancing,
and health monitoring.
For 30 years, ServSafe has been at
the forefront of preparing restaurant
and foodservice workers to deliver
safe hospitality experiences for their
guests, while also keeping themselves
safe. ServSafe’s safety training and
certification program is sponsored by
the National Restaurant Association,
the leading business association for

partnership will help ensure that restaurants that have made the ServSafe
Dining Commitment have the needed
resources to continue to welcome their
communities to their tables.”
To sign up for the ServSafe Dining
Commitment visit the company website @ www.servesafedining.org.

the restaurant industry, which comprises one million restaurant and
foodservice outlets and a workforce of
15.6 million employees.
As restaurants continue the challenging process of reopening their dining rooms following closures due to
COVID-19, protecting the health and
safety of employees and guests is a priority. Most states require restaurant
employees to wear a face covering;
they also encourage employers to provide them with masks and other PPE.
“We honor and serve our everyday
heroes who selflessly work on the
front line each day to serve others,”
said Barco president/CEO David

Murphy. “As businesses begin to open
back up and more than 15 million individuals employed in the restaurant
industry return to work, everyone
needs to do their part to prevent the
spread of COVID-19. Masks are the
most impactful way to do that, and it’s
the most visible symbol of a restaurant’s commitment to keeping everyone safe and healthy.”
“Patron and employee safety have
been our focus throughout the pandemic,” said Sherman Brown, executive
vice president of Training and
Certification for the National Restaurant
Association. “Masks are the frontline of
safety in our operations. This

About Barco Uniforms: Founded in 1929,
Barcoâ Uniforms is a leader of design innovation
in the premium professional apparel industry, designing award-winning premium uniforms that
elevate and honor the individual in the healthcare, food service and hospitality industries.
Barco Uniforms is headquartered in Los Angeles
with approximately 250+ local employees across
multiple disciplines including design, product
development, marketing, sales, supply chain,
and distribution. For more information, visit
www.barcouniforms.com.
Keeping Hope Alive: In 2008, Barco’s
Nightingales Foundation (BNF) was founded by
Barco’s Chairman of the Board, Michael Donner
and his wife Frida in hopes of lifting-up the lives of
children around the world, in honor of Healthcare
Professionals. For more information, visit
www.barcosnightingales.org.
About National Restaurant Association:
Founded in 1919, the National Restaurant
Association is the leading business association
for the restaurant industry, which comprises 1
million restaurant and foodservice outlets and
a workforce of 15.6 million employees. We represent the industry in Washington, D.C., and advocate on its behalf. We sponsor the industry's largest trade show (National Restaurant Association
Show); leading food safety training and certification program (ServSafe); unique career-building
high school program (the NRAEF's ProStart). For
more information, visit Restaurant.org and find
them on Twitter @WeRRestaurants, Facebook
and YouTube.

WIN 100!
$

Guess how many emails
Today’s Restaurant sent in 2020!
The guess closest to the number of emails sent in all of 2020
will win a $100 gift card to any business of their choice
or a $100 credit to advertise in Today’s Restaurant!
Name:
Address:
Phone:
Email:
Business name:

Guess the total number of TRN emails sent in 2020:
Email entry form or entry information to Howard@trnusa.com
Entry must be received by January 22, 2021 to be eligible.
The winner will be announced in the February issue of Today’s Restaurant.
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Capriotti's Sandwich Shop strikes development
deal to bring 12 shops to Southeast Florida
Miami, FL - Capriotti's Sandwich
Shop, known for its award-winning,
hand-crafted sandwiches, is continuing its rapid growth in new markets
across the country. The brand has announced its most recent development
agreement to open 12 shops in the
greater Miami area over the next decade. With a mixture of brick-andmortar locations and ghost kitchens,
Capriotti's is seeking to reach a wide
variety of customers in the area as consumer preferences continue to evolve
to include greater off-premises dining.
Site selection is already underway
for the first two locations in
the Miami and Broward areas. The expansion will be spearheaded by experienced hotel developers, and father-son
duo, Marco and M.J. Roca of Reveille
Hospitality, a Miami-based firm specializing in hospitality development
and consulting. Marco Roca Sr. has
completed more than 1,500 hotel deals
throughout his nearly 40 years of industry experience, while M.J. (Marco
Junior) brings extensive real estate finance knowledge and a deep understanding of the south Florida real estate markets. While the recently signed
deal includes 12 Capriotti's locations,
the goal is to achieve 30x30: 30 open
locations by 2030.
"We're starting with Miami because
the area is already incredibly receptive
to gourmet hospitality culture,"

shared Marco Roca Sr., whose experience includes working as Chief
Development Officer for both Hard
Rock Hotels and Caesars Entertainment.
"Miami is quickly growing into a global
gateway, and we believe it's the perfect
match for Capriotti's sophisticated yet
affordable sandwiches and menu."
The Rocas have made their first two
executive hires: Peter Juvelis and Rubi
Macias. Peter is an experienced restaurant owner/developer/operator who
successfully exited his concept "Taco
Bar" in Ft. Lauderdale. Rubi is joining
from the Four Seasons Surfside, where
she won employee of the year for her

SELL OR BUY
A RESTAURANT
• Business Evaluation at No Charge
• Sell or Buy Commercial Property

HUDSON
ROBINSON
BUSINESS BROKERAGE
CALL TODAY FOR AN EVALUATION AT NO CHARGE

Peter Robinson Broker

561-445-8198

probinson@HudsonRobinson.com
www.HudsonRobinson.com

5080 Heatherhill Lane • Suite 8 • Boca Raton
8
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The brand is backed
by a corporate
leadership team that
offers a continuous
support program for
franchisees, called
CAPMastery.
excellence as a manager at Le Sirenuse.
The Rocas, Juvelis, and Macias are all
proudly Mexican and believe that their
cultural heritage has primed them for
success in the hospitality industry.
This announcement comes on the
heels of enhancements to the Capriotti's
menu and operational innovations
amid the pandemic, which includes
new menu rollouts like Impossible
Cheesesteak and Wagyu Beef, introducing virtual kitchens, and more. The new
menu launches have earned Capriotti's
first-place recognition in Franchise
Update Magazine's Marketing
Innovation Awards and recognition in
the magazine's Products & Services
Awards. Capriotti's also introduced
ghost kitchen franchise opportunities
in select markets, allowing franchise
partners to more rapidly penetrate
urban markets and capitalize on
third-party delivery. To date, the brand
has inked deals for five franchised
locations for a total of seven under

Women

development. With goals to open 15
more shops by the end of 2020,
Capriotti's currently has 112 open locations, and more than 180 in progress.
"The Capriotti's brand is in a position to grow – even amid a pandemic
– and, that's a testament to our value
proposition to both loyal CAPaddicts
and franchise partners," said David
Bloom, Vice President of Franchise
Development. "We're so grateful to
have connected with Marco and M.J.
to capitalize on our nationwide
growth momentum and bring it
to Southern Florida."
Founded in 1976, the Las
Vegas based franchise is most famous
for its 40-year nightly tradition of
slow-roasting whole, all-natural turkeys in-house and hand-shredding
them each morning to feature in a variety of subs. This includes The Bobbie,
the shop's acclaimed best-seller, made
with homemade turkey, cranberry
sauce, stuffing and mayo on a soft roll.
With the top 25 percent of shops
averaging $1.1 million average unit
volume and an initial average investment of $376,000 with high growth
potential, Capriotti's is a profitable
and rewarding franchise investment.
The brand is backed by a corporate
leadership team that offers a continuous support program for franchisees,
called CAPMastery. This online and
field program provides significant
support to franchisees for marketing,
retail sales, operations and growth
strategies through every stage of their
ownership. Looking ahead, Capriotti's
focus will be to continue being an extraordinary franchise, whose franchise partners earn exceptional returns by selling the best tasting,
highest quality food.
About Capriotti's Sandwich Shop: Founded
in 1976, Capriotti's Sandwich Shop is an
award-winning national franchised restaurant
chain that remains true to its 40-year tradition
of slow-roasting whole, all-natural turkeys inhouse every day. Capriotti's cold, grilled and
vegetarian subs, cheese steaks and salads are
available at more than 100 locations across the
United States. Capriotti's signature sub, The
Bobbie®, was voted "The Greatest Sandwich
in America" by thousands of readers across the
country, as reported by AOL.com. Capriotti's fans
can also download the CAPAddicts Rewards app
for iOS and Android, where they can earn and
redeem rewards. Capriotti's plans to grow to over
500 locations by 2025. For more information,
visit capriottis.com.
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opportunities for members to network, and support through promotion opportunities. Being on the advisory board allows me to contribute to
the planning process, creating exciting programs to educate, empower,
inspire, and advance further the voices of women in the food industry.”
Chef Mimi Lan
@TheTasteCurator
“Discovering and joining the
Women’s Food Alliance has been so
impactful on not just my business,
but on me as an individual. WFA is
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unlike any other networking group
I’ve ever been a part of—the members are not only brilliant, but they
are genuinely eager to help and to
share. I’m so grateful that the WFA
accepted me as member, and I am
confident that anyone who comes
for the first time will immediately
share my sentiments!”
Terri Sherman
Florida Business Exchange
Business Intermediary
For more info on theWomen”s Food Allianc,
visit their website www.womensfoodalliance.
com or email leigh@leighcortpublicity.com.

A SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT FROM…

NETWORKING GROUP
An Exclusive Group of Top Vendors Servicing the Restaurant & Hospitality Industry

We are now holding TWO virtual
network meetings every week!
Network with vendors to the restaurant industry and increase your sales!
You can now choose which valuable meeting is best for you!

WEDNESDAY OR FRIDAY AT 11:00 AM
One company per category u Quarterly dues $150.
Membership Benefits include:
u Access to other vendor members
u A listing in the Roster Eblast 2-4 times per month
u A listing in the Network Roster ad in our digital newspaper
u Posting on our Social Media sites 2-3 times per week
u Protected category seat
u Recognition by restaurant owners as a respected vendor
u Increased sales

A solid introduction will result in a sale 80% of the time!
For information on how to join the TRN Networking Group call or visit our website:

561.620.8888 u info@trnusa.com u trnusa.com/network-group
NEW NETWORKING GROUPS COMING SOON!
TODAY’S RESTAURANT u JANUARY 2021
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What’s Going On
Inn Hotel at 4000 Collins Avenue on
Miami Beach is under construction
and will open in April 2021. Like the
Hollywood location, the new restaurant
will showcase casual dining and Piola's
Neapolitan-style pizza. USA CEO
and co-founder is Stefano
Carniato. Find more info
online at piolausa.com.
uuuu

75¢ 60¢
per bottle

1 Pallet

per bottle

2 Pallets

FOB California

Eblast Your
Company to
Success…

uuuu

Eblast 1000s of customers
for one LOW, LOW price!
Today's Restaurant has a database
of over 14,000 restaurant owners,
managers and chefs in addition to
25,000+ contacts on social media
who will receive your company’s ad
2-3 times the week of your Eblast!
Every Today's Restaurant Eblast
gets posted on our social media
sites at no additional charge,
reaching thousands more
potential customers!

561.620.8888

info@trnusa.com u www.trnusa.com
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Leading private equity
firm, The Halifax Group
(“Halifax”) announced that
it has completed an investment in PJU Holdings, Inc.
(“PJ United” or “the
Company”), the largest
franchisee of Papa John’s Pizza, and a
former portfolio company of TPG
Growth. Halifax partnered with CEO
Doug Stephens and PJ United’s management team, which will remain with
the Company after the transaction.
Halifax previously invested in the
Company from 2007 to 2013. Terms of
the transaction were not disclosed.
Headquartered in Birmingham, AL, PJ
United operates 194 stores across 10
states. Over its 29-year history, PJ United
has grown into a leading restaurant operator in the pizza category, with one of the
most experienced management teams in the
industry. Mr. Stephens
said, “We are appreciative for the support that
TPG Growth has provided us over the past years
and are excited to partner again with Halifax to execute on our
strategy for joint success. Halifax shares
our passion for operational excellence
and has demonstrated that it can be a
valuable strategic partner that will allow
us to continue to build our business.”

YOU GET
ALL THIS
FOR ONLY

195.
————————

$

Today’s Restaurant
guarantees a 5-13%
open rate or we will
run your Eblast
a second time

FREE!

Plant-based meat provider Before
the Butcher is expanding its wholesale
lineup that will appeal to restaurants as
they are working to keep margins razor
thin without compromising quality.
The new Mainstream Plant-Based
Patties will join the company’s premium UNCUT brand and is available
through distributors at a low wholesale
cost. Adding the Mainstream PlantBased Patties gives diners a plant-based
option, available at a cheaper cost to
the restaurant, achieved through family-pack packaging and minor adjustments that reduced ingredients costs.
Like Before the Butcher’s UNCUT line,
the Mainstream patties are 100% plantbased, vegan, gluten-free, and made
from a proprietary combination of
soy, coconut and canola oils, and
natural seasonings. Each
Mainstream patty provides 18 grams of plantbased protein and closely
replicates the taste and
texture of a beef burger.
uuuu
White Castle’s only
Florida location and the
largest in the world broke ground late
2020. The 4,500 + sq. ft. restaurant is
opening at the O-Town West. Near
Disney is will be located near Palm
Parkway and Daryl Carter Blvd. The
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location will have indoor/outdoor seating and dual drive-thru lanes. Also, they
will employ around 90 or so. It will open
Spring to Summer 2021.
uuuu
Specialty Coffee Expo
News: After much conversation with exhibitors
and sponsors, local partners, and the Board of
Directors, the Specialty
Coffee Association has
announced that the 2021
Specialty Coffee Expo
scheduled to take place
in New Orleans in April
will be postponed to
September 30-October 3, 2021. We are
sure this news will be disappointing to
many, however the consensus was that
a postponement to the fall would be a
safer, more prudent option, and allow
our community and participating businesses more time to recover from the
pandemic. Visit coffeeexpo.org.
uuuu
Some of the new restaurants that
opened in 2020 in spite of COVID: In
Boca we saw the opening of Runas
Peruvian Cuisine, offering outdoor seating, take-out and indoor dining with face
masks required. Call
them at 561.430.5736.
In Pembroke Pines,
Hot Chicks House of
Chicken opened at
14816 Pines Blvd.
From their Website: “Growing up in
Nashville, TN there are two things you
learn to love, good music and Hot
Chicken.” From the humble beginnings
of Thornton Prince's kitchen cabinet in
1926 to our Hot Chicks House of
Chicken blend today, we have enriched
an almost 100-year-old tradition. We
have taken the Nashville Hot Chicken
recipe into the 21st-century. With a special blend of good spices and great service you can't find anywhere else outside of Music City, Hot Chicks has
brought it to South Florida just for you.”
They can be reached at 754.703.5119.
Then we have Buoy Bites in Oakland
Park. They offer Seafood, Coconut
Shrimp; Clams on the Half Shell and
Crab Cakes as some of their specialties.
They are located at 1199 E Commercial
Blvd in Oakland Park and can be
reached at 954. 306.2775.
uuuu
RCI Hospitality Holdings Inc. LLC,
restaurant Bombshells Restaurant
& Bar, will be adding locations in a few
of the largest cities in Texas. The brand
currently has 10
company-owned
locations, all in Texas
as of now. Bombshells
recently announced
plans for 10 more
company-owned
locations, initially
targeting additional
units in Houston and
Dallas and sites in South Florida.
David Simmons is RCI Management's
Director of Restaurant Operations and
they are based in Texas.
uuuu

How-to guide: Business valuation
Steve Whitehill

u

Today’s Restaurant Contributor

Part 1
Before you make the decision to buy
or sell a business, the first step you need
to take is to determine its value.
Valuation, like beauty, is in the eyes of
the beholder. That is because there are
many different ways to value a business
– along with pretty much anything. To
do so, you must calculate exactly what
the business is worth. Following are
some common ways to do so. Each has
something to be said for it:
u Asset value – Tally up the value of
the assets and that is what it is worth.
But what is the value of a used vacuum
cleaner? Or what is the value of a customers’ list or inventory for that matter.
u Cost approach – The cost approach is a typically a real estate valuation method. It estimates what you
should pay for a property (or business)
or the cost to recreate an equivalent
building (or business).
u Discounted cash-flow analysis –
Businesses have, and I am going to use
the word, earnings in a very broad
meaning as opposed to income or
profit. These earnings or profit, while
varying over time, go on for the life of
the business (think of it as apartment
rent which continues over the life of
the apartment). So the question becomes what is these series of payments

worth in a lump sum today? To determine that we need to determine several things. First is, what is the correct
interest rate? Remember interest rates
vary over time and they go up and
down. Next is what is the earnings
stream? Does it remain constant, does
it go up, or does it go down? What is the
growth rate and how consistent is it?
These are some of the questions and
issues you have to think about.
u Valuation based on revenue –
Based on the business’s annual revenue
(for our purposes) from sales, an industry multiple is applied to determine the
value of the business. One key problem
with this approach is not all business
within a sector or industry have an

equal efficiency (read profitability). For
example, which would you rather buy: a
pizza restaurant that makes 15% or one
that makes 25% of revenue.
u Valuation based on earnings –
not unlike valuation based on revenue,
this approach bases valuation on earning or profitability of the company. The
question becomes what is profit or
earnings. Is it what you have on the income statement (profit & loss) or is it
what is on the company’s tax return or
is it something else? What we use is a
measure of profitability called Owner
Benefit or industry types like to call
seller’s discretionary earnings or SDE.
What is the Seller Discretionary
Earnings (SDE) for my business? The

SDE is a measure of how the owner
benefits financially from their business
in a given year. We then take SDE an
apply an industry standard multiple
which is derived from a comparison of
industry sales.
So, which is the best approach? Each
of the above valuation methods has its
strengths and weaknesses. Generally
speaking, for main street and lower
middle market business we use the valuation based on earning. The critical
issues are to determine SDE and the
correct multiplier.
We have developed a calculator for
business valuation to give you a general
idea of what your business might be
worth. You can use our calculator by
clicking here. In fact, we have two available for your use. One is simple and requires a minimal set of information and
the other is more advanced and requires more thought and information.
Both are at no cost to you. While we do
this process manually as a rule, we follow the same process and we use these
calculators as a first draft or to double
check before presenting our opinion of
value to our clients.
Buying or selling your business? Maximize your deal by working
directly with one of our experienced
experts.

Why industry leaders are using our monthly

Restaurant Leads Report
We provide the MOST leads
for your money every month!

Get 12 months of
sales leads for
Only

489

$

00

per state

Restaurants Under Construction and New Openings
FLORIDA: From Key West to Jacksonville, and from Tampa to Daytona,
in the Panhandle to Naples and all cities in between…
GEORGIA: From Atlanta to Augusta, from Savannah to Columbus,
from Macon to the Florida border and everywhere in between…

www.trnusa.com u 561.620.8888

Every month you can receive
an Excel spreadsheet with
hundreds of sales leads right
in your email… SO CALL NOW!

TODAY’S RESTAURANT u JANUARY 2021
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OpenTable unveils new suite of product features
Data from OpenTable reveals seated
diners in the U.S. are still down between
30 and 50 percent year over year with
the company predicting 1 in 4 restaurants will permanently close as a result
of COVID-19. Recognizing the struggle
for the restaurant industry is far from
over, OpenTable, the world’s leading
provider of online restaurant reservations and part of Booking Holdings, Inc.
(NASDAQ: BKNG), is rolling out a suite
of features and extended price cuts
through March 2021 to support restaurants during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Extended Open Door
Pricing into 2021
As the restaurant industry continues
to struggle with the impact of COVID-19,
OpenTable is extending its Open Door
pricing which waives subscription and
cover fees in the US, Canada and other
select markets through March 2021.
Restaurants interested in participating
can request additional information.
“We are now six months into a global
pandemic and the restaurant industry

Restaurateurs are diversifying
their culinary offerings to
drive revenue

continues to be in crisis,” said Debby
Soo, CEO of OpenTable. “We are committed to doing our part to ease the burden, so we’re offering our restaurant
technology for free through March 2021
and will continue to focus on building
products our partners need right now.”

OpenTable’s new benchmarking
tool helps restaurants make
informed decisions
Is a slow Tuesday night typical in the
neighborhood or unique to that restaurant? Is a $60 cover above or below average compared to nearby restaurants?
Using anonymized and aggregated data
from thousands of OpenTable restaurants, restaurateurs now can benchmark performance metrics like diner
activity, spend and reviews against

other OpenTable restaurants in their
area. OpenTable will recommend which
actions restaurants can take like running a marketing campaign or managing guest reviews to help them grow
their business.

u

Today, when diners
choose a restaurant
they want to know
what safety measures
they can expect.

Safety Precautions Feature
Today, when diners choose a restaurant they want to know what safety
measures they can expect. OpenTable’s
new ‘Safety Precautions’ tool allows
restaurants to update their profile with
a list of the health & safety protocols
they have in place. These may include
additional cleaning measures like sanitizing between seatings, contactless
payment, social distancing via spacing
tables, and employees wearing masks.

Island Fin Poké
an underserved segment in the
quick-service restaurant market; it’s a
unique menu with plenty of healthy
and fresh options,” said McNulty.
“The people here will definitely enjoy
what Island Fin Poke has to offer.”
The restaurant provides guests
with boat to bowl, locally and responsibly sourced ingredients for
each individual to create their own
perfect poke bowl. With eight proteins, over 25 toppings, house-made
sauces and specialty mix-ins, the
endless possibilities allow guests to
get creative and try something new
every visit. With the restaurant’s
comfortable beach shack environment, co-founder Mark Setterington
hopes to bring residents straight to
Hawaii as they enjoy fresh and
healthy meals.
Of the 20 locations coming to the
area, the brand already has commitments from local franchisees for nine
of them. They are eyeing areas like St.
Petersburg, Sarasota, and Tampa,
among others within McNulty’s eight
county territory. He is working to
bring new franchisees into the ohana to help expand the brand’s presence across West Central and
Southwest Florida.
After working in the restaurant industry for 36 years and overseeing 10
restaurants throughout Las Vegas and
Los Angeles, Setterington decided to
launch Island Fin Poke to bring guests
high-quality poke in an immersive
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tropical environment. The first location opened in Winter Springs, and
over the past three years Island Fin
Poke has grown to 10 locations across
five states. Island Fin Poke now has
over 30 locations in various stages of
development across the country.
“Mark was a huge reason why we
decided to join Island Fin Poke,” added McNulty. “The guest experience is
his number one priority and he
makes sure that every franchise owner understands that and lives by it.
Having a business partner like Mark
who embodies these principles and
does everything to make sure that
each guest has a warm and interactive experience is so important. When
you walk through the doors of an
Island Fin Poke, you can expect to be
welcomed right into the ohana.”
Island Fin Poke’s operating locations have been successful throughout the pandemic, which has poised
the brand for continued growth.
The brand’s business model gives
restaurants the ability to pivot
quickly to remain up-to-date on local guidelines to ensure the safety of
staff and guests.
Island Fin Poké: Founded in 2017 and franchising since 2018, Island Fin Poké - islanddfinpoke.com - is a Florida-based fast-casual chain
that serves Hawaiian-style pokѐ bowls in a comfortable laid back beach shack environment.
Today, there are 10 locations in Florida, Nevada,
Maryland, Delaware and Massachusetts, with
numerous others in various stages of development across the country.

Restaurants are pivoting their business model for a post COVID-19 world,
expanding beyond the traditional dinein service to offer more unique experiences. Think set menus for a special
night out, wine tasting flights with a
group of friends or an outdoor movie
night for the whole family – all offered
by the restaurant and paid for through
the OpenTable app. By encouraging
diners to book and pay in advance,
restaurants can better manage food
waste, curb no shows and drive much
needed revenue. Now, restaurateurs
can easily manage and promote these
experiences via OpenTable.
These are the latest examples of how
OpenTable has quickly pivoted to support the restaurant industry during an
unprecedented time. In addition to new
product features, the company expanded its reservation tech to help venues
like grocery stores, bars, wineries and
even college dining halls safely reopen,
launched a webinar series with restaurant leaders sharing helpful tips and
best practices and released a State of
the Industry data dashboard to show
industry conditions on a daily basis.
About OpenTable: OpenTable, part of Booking
Holdings, Inc. (NASDAQ: BKNG), powers reservations for the hospitality industry. OpenTable’s software seats more than 1 billion people per year and
helps more than 60,000 restaurants, bars, wineries
and other venues attract guests, manage capacity,
improve operations and maximize revenue.

Today’s Restaurant
Video Eblast Marketing
Place your video in Today’s Restaurant Monday Morning Eblast!
Every Monday is an opportunity to eblast your company video to
thousands of foodservice industry professionals!

Every video ad on
our Monday Morning
Eblast receives:
u Direct email distribution
to over 15,000 restaurant
owners, managers and chefs
— plus dealers and other
foodservice industry pros
around the country.
u Postings on our social media sites:
Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter twice
per week. We have another 15,000
contacts on LinkedIn alone.

Introductory Rate
$

Exclusive Eblast Rate
$

Your video included in our regular Monday eblast.

A stand alone exclusive eblast of your video only.

Only

249.

Only

299.

Or post your video on Today’s Restaurant website for only $299!

561.620.8888 u www.trnusa.com
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BUY IN

QUANTITY
SAVE
BIG MONEY
Ideal Dining PS

Clear Spoon

Ideal Dining PS

85

48CT • 107,376 units

Clear Fork

48CT • 144,912 units

¢

85

¢

Ideal Dining PS

Clear Combo

48CT • 24,048 units

85

PER UNIT

PER UNIT

Ideal Dining HD

95
PER UNIT

¢

PER UNIT

Ideal

Silver
Serving Tong
1 CT • 8.6 inch
13,296 total units

¢

Taper Candles
8 inch • 3 pack
36 pks per case
82 cases
2,952 total packs

Ideal

Taper Candles
4 inch • 9 pack
36 pks per case
181 Cases
6,516 total packs

CALL FOR MORE INFO

1

$ 50

1

$ 25

PER 9 PACK

PER 3 PACK

FOB NEW JERSEY

ENTERPRISE 2000 INTERNATIONAL
Boca Raton, Florida • 561-716-2155 • Enterprise2000.com
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Classified Ads

12 months for only $149.
Classified Ads available online at trnusa.com

Employment
Looking for a New Job? Email your 25 word Job Wanted ad to
info@trnusa.com and we will post it at no charge.
MANAGER & CHEF OPPORTUNITIES! RESTAURANT PLACEMENT
GROUP has ongoing openings for Restaurant & Hotel professionals!
Managers, Chefs, F&B Directors, Catering & Events Managers, etc.
E-mail resume in WORD (.doc) format to: Resume@RestaurantPlacement.
com. www.RestaurantPlacement.com. Strict Confidentiality assured.

Florida restaurants and
hotels to get needed
financial assistance
Tallahassee, FL – Congress has now
passed a $900 billion relief bill to provide
short-term economic relief to the country in the face of the coronavirus pandemic. The plan includes several items
that will benefit restaurants and hotels,
most importantly a second round of access to the Paycheck Protection Program
(PPP), with unique provisions aimed to
assist Florida’s hospitality industry,
which continues to endure catastrophic
job and revenue losses.

the survival of their business and the
livelihood of their employees.”

“Millions of hard-working families
in Florida’s hospitality industry have
been given hope at the end of a very
hard year as Congress will pass substantial COVID relief legislation today,”
said Carol Dover, President and CEO of
the Florida Restaurant and Lodging
Association (FRLA). “As a top tourist
destination, Florida’s hospitality industry has suffered unparalleled damages from the COVID-19 pandemic.
From the beginning of this crisis, FRLA
has worked with local, state, and federal leaders, alongside our national partners at the National Restaurant
Association and the American Hotel
and Lodging Association (AHLA), to
advocate for relief for tens of thousands of Florida restaurants and hotels
and their 1.5 million workers. The value to our members cannot be overstated. Simply put, for many, this means

The relief package is also expected
to include the following:
u Direct payments to individuals:
$600 for an individual making up to
$75,000 a year; $1,200 to a couple making $150,000 a year and $600 for each
child dependent.
u An additional $300 a week will go
to individuals receiving unemployment
benefits.
Other provisions in the bill that will
benefit restaurants and hotels include
the deductibility of business expenses
paid with PPP loans, enhancement of
the Employee Retention Tax Credit
(ERTC), extension of the augmented
Work Opportunity Tax Credit (WOTC),
and increased tax deduction for business meals.

Financing
#1 Small Biz Revolving Line of Credit ($1k-$100k): No Fee to Apply/
Maintain, Y/N decision in ~3 mins, No Min FICO, Approved Today? Funds
in Your Account Tomorrow. Great 'Rainy Day' LOC BEFORE the next
downturn. http://tracking.fundbox.com/SHPH
0820

Merchandise
CASH FOR USED RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT! One piece or entire
location. TOP DOLLAR PAID. Also do appraisals. Call Toby at 561-7067218 / 800-330-8629 Call Today!

Networking
Join the Today's Restaurant networking group for vendors in the
restaurant industry serving South Florida. One company per category.
Call 561-620-8888 for your invitation.

Sales Leads
If your company sells a product or a service to a restaurant
and you're looking for sales leads contact Terri at 561-6208888 for the best sales leads in the industry.

Services
When you need creative images of your food, products, interiors or
staff, it pays to use an experienced photographer that not only knows
their craft, and has spent some time both BOH & FOH. Great work, good
prices. See my work at www.mzphoto.com.
Mike Zimmerman Photo — 954.849.7269 • mike@mzphoto.com
RESTAURANT PLACEMENT GROUP – Exclusive recruiting, placement,
and consulting services for the Restaurant, Hospitality, and Food Service
industry. Personalized, professional service with absolute strict Con–
fidentiality and Guaranteed results. Contact Ken Spahn at Ken@Restaurant
Placement.com or (561) 372-6961; www.RestaurantPlacement.com.
RETIRED FOODSERVICE AND RETAIL PRESIDENT (over 40 years of
proven recognized success). I am offering my expertise FREE OF ANY
CHARGE to the Foodservice/Retail industry to help Restaurants, Brokers,
and Distributors in the Atlanta market overcome and thrive in this hindering
virus period. Expertise in Profitability Management, Marketing, Revenue
Growth, Purchasing Operations and Team Building. Furthermore,I will come
to you! Thank You! Lewis Carlyn — no1carlyn@gmail.com or 770.714.6331.

Situation Wanted
Accomplished food and beverage specialist and academician.
Articulate and professional with outstanding level of confidence.
Possess skills and expertise that allows a hands on management style
which has led to active participation in multiple hospitality openings.
Demonstrated superior customer relations promoting superior levels
of customer service and repeat business. Well-developed analytical
skills to access problems experienced with cash management and
budgeting and fully capable of managing bottom line responsibilities.
Contact famaggiore57@yahoo.com
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Foodworks
another in a mutually beneficial way
are bound to succeed through the
memorable guest experiences they
are able to provide.
By offering personalized yet contactless dining experiences, companies can deliver the peace of mind
needed to consumers in this uncertain environment. Partnering with
leading health and safety experts
can better position your company
as a reliable and abiding operation.
For example, prior to serving guests
in all FOODWORKS locations, chefs
and staff support one another by
participating in food safety, sanitation, and hospitality training designed in consultation with some of
the nation’s leading health and safety options. From mobile app ordering to self-scanner capabilities,
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The plan targets industry relief with
provisions including:
u Enhanced PPP Loan Size: The
PPP provides a business with a forgivable loan based on 2.5 times monthly
payroll costs. Restaurants and hotels,
however, can seek forgivable loans based
on 3.5 times monthly payroll costs.
u Enhanced Access to PPP:
Companies that employ a total of 300 or
more employees at all locations (combined) are deemed ineligible for the
PPP. Today’s bipartisan plan reflects the
reality that many mid-sized and larger
restaurant groups are on the verge of
bankruptcy and allows restaurants to
qualify for PPP if they do not employ
more than 300 employees at each physical location.
u One-year extension for Troubled
Debt Restructuring (TDR) relief (Section
4013 of the CARES Act), which will allow
for banks to continue to work with borrowers to gain additional forbearance
and debt relief through the end of 2021.

For more information, please visit the Florida
Restaurant and Lodging Association website
online at www.frla.org.

from page 1

consumers are presented with a
slew of new options to scan, pay,
and leave without ever interacting
with a career.
About FOODWORKS: FOODWORKS creates community through food by partnering
with the best local restaurants and bringing
them to office buildings, retail developments,
universities and other dining venues. With
FOODWORKS, customers enjoy the flavors of
different neighborhoods under one roof—while
helping small businesses thrive. FOODWORKS
partners are neighborhood restaurants and
women- and minority-owned businesses that
share the same commitment to quality, sustainability and community involvement as
FOODWORKS and its parent companies. Since
launching in Chicago in 2018, FOODWORKS
has brought its innovative retail dining concept
to more than a half-dozen cities and continues
to expand its footprint across the country. To find
the latest menus for FOODWORKS locations or
learn more about becoming a FOODWORKS
partner, visit foodworks.org or follow @foodworkslocal on Instagram and Facebook.

NETWORKING GROUP
An Exclusive Group of Top Vendors in Florida Servicing the Restaurant & Hospitality Industry

We are now holding virtual network meetings Call for info on how to join!
ADVERTISING / MARKETING / PUBLISHING

Today's Restaurant

Howard Appell

561.870.9663 u 561.620.8888 u www.trnusa.com

ANALYTICS

Skyline Analytics

Chris Pumo

561.512.7438 u 561.774.2168
www.skyline-analytics.com u chris@skyline-analytics.com

MENUS

JMS Menus

Bruce Sharkey

954.649.4377 u bruce@jmsmenus.com

NFC DEVICES

Beyondant

Bob Antoville

914.649.1300 u beyondant.com u bantov@gmail.com

OIL SAVINGS

ATTORNEY

Evan Appell

561.337.5858 u evan@edalegal.com

BANKING

Bank United

Bob Ellis

954.815.7985 u 561.367.8000
www.BankUnited.com u BEllis@BankUnited.com

Oil Chef

438.764.6444
www.oilchef.com u sean.farry@oilchef.com

ORDERING SYSTEM

Ding Menu

EZ Brew

Andrew Baker

Steve Popkin

954.415.9547 u steve@ding.menu

PAYROLL

BEER MAKING SYSTEM

Sean Farry

Heartland Payroll

Randy Pumputis

585.622.2993 u randall.pumputis@e-hps.com

833-233-2739

POS/CC PROCESSING

BUSINESS BROKER

Hudson Robinson

Peter Robinson

Priority Payment Systems Pompano Beach   Jon Saluk
516.250.9536 u 954.865.6363 u jsaluk@accpcsales.com

561.445.8198 u probinson@hudsonrobinson.com

PRINTER

CATERER

Madison Green

David Case

Minuteman Press

Maria Medina

954 731-5300 u ftlop@minutemanpress.com

561.926.1505 u davidscase@yahoo.com

CONTRACT FURNITURE

Hospitality Products

PUBLIC RELATIONS

David McAllister

TransMedia Group

Adrienne Mazzone

561.908.1683 u amazzone@transmediagroup.com

904.831.4945 u david@mbhospitalityproducts.com

SECURITY SYSTEMS

DELIVERY SYSTEM

Buying.com

Mike Zimmerman

904.419.3817
www.buying.com u mikezatbuying.com@gmail.com

DGA Security

212.840.5133 u jason.gonzalez@dga.com

TELECOMMUNICATION

TRACI.net

EQUIPMENT DEALER

Delray Foodservice

Frank Stellino

Jason Gonzalez

Jeff Fryer / Darin Gull

954.354.7000 ext. 103
www.traci.net u jeffrif@traci.net u daring@traci.net

561 202- 9966 u frank@delrayfoodservice.com

GENERAL CONTRACTOR

Danto Builders

UNIFORMS

Debbie Danto

(954) 684-9051 u DantoBuilders.com u debbie@
dantobuilders.com

ICE CREAM FREEZERS

Carpigiani North America

John McCabe

401.368.6406 u johnm@carpigiani-usa.com

Aramark Uniforms

Derrick Horsley

561.307.8435 u Horsley-Derrick@aramark.com

WASTE & RECYCLING &
UTILITIES EXPENSE REDUCTIONS

Pack-A-Drum

Mark Wagner

800.694.6163 ext. 2
mark@packadrum.com u www.packadrum.com

We are looking for new members! Call for info or to join us at the next meeting!

561.620.8888 u info@trnusa.com u www.trnusa.com
TODAY’S RESTAURANT u JANUARY 2021
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JANUARY 2021 u TODAY’S RESTAURANT

